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1.

Introduction

Purpose of this document is the definition of a methodology for the integration of the
developed storage technologies into building environment, getting the maximum
performance of the conventional installations together with the MESSIB system (intended as
technology, + control system + actuation strategy + electromechanical auxiliaries), giving an
overview of different themes necessary for stakeholders’ acceptance, from the basic
knowledge, about the way of working of the technologies, to more advanced concepts for
the integration. The process covers different aspects, passing through different steps that
can be analysed as a block diagram, where each stage opens different possibilities, forward
or backward, for the definition of economic viability in the implementation of the storage
systems into constructions. For each stage, a working process has been defined, applied and
standardized, in order to provide a holistic knowledge for different kinds of professionals
interested in exploiting the storage systems, and their results, into a future (for the maturity
of the technologies) market of constructions. The entire process of integration can be split in
smaller task, which represent the pillars of the integration concept:


Architectural – take into account relationships between the developed
technology prototypes and the architectural conditions of the building, from the
envelope to the machinery room.



Electromechanical - interaction between the developed technology prototypes
and the electrical and conducts installations, from power services to systems
layout and plumbing connections



Energetic - Integrated installation Design approach for the complex
facilitybuilding, with appropriate consideration given to the different loads,
through dynamic simulation software.



Control - generation of control strategies, for the implementation into BMS, in
order to optimize the efficiency of the complex HVAC-storage system during
normal operation, on annual base calculation.

This “guide” would like to be a reference for different profiles which would get in touch
with MESSIB storage technologies, explaining difference and achieved enhancements
respect to current state of art for storage. With this document enduser, construction
promoter and project manager should find necessary information for the correct
application of the technology into new and existing constructions.
This document wants to give a general overview of the functionality of the different
technologies and their implementation, pointing out different kind of application in
function of the HVAC, with their advantages and disadvantages, but without entering in
excessive details for the installation/implementation, due to the “experimental” phase of
development of the MESS storages.
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2.

The need for energy storage

Energy storage is the way to conserve energy in one form and release it when
needed in the same or another form. Energy storage is used to store both thermal (heat and
cold) and electrical energy by electrochemical, electrical, mechanical and thermal methods.
Energy storage has always been closely associated with solar installations, including both
solar heating and no grid connected photovoltaic applications.
One of the challenges of today’s energy systems is to way to match the demand and the
supply. Reliable storage systems for short as well as long term are hence essential for
efficient energy systems and further integration of renewable sources.
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2.1 Thermal energy storage
State of the art storage technologies for thermal energy include: Underground
thermal energy storage (UTES), water tanks above ground, rock filled storage with air
circulation, phase change materials (PCM) and thermo-chemical storage. The scope of the
MESSIB development on thermal storage is to increase of the energy efficiency and indoor
comfort in buildings by the reduction of the energy demand and the decrease of thermal
gradients and temperature variations.
The overall objective was to design, develop, evaluate and manufacture a new Thermal
Energy Storage System based on PCMs and ground storage, taking into account life cycle,
safety and energy efficiency.

2.2 Electrical energy storage
Unlike natural gas or fuel oil, electricity cannot be easily stored. However, interest in
electric power storage (EPS) has been growing with technological advancements that can
make storage a more practical means of integrating renewable power into the electricity grid
and achieving other operating benefits.
The storage of electricity does not usually involve the storage of the electric energy itself.
Rather, the storage device converts the electricity to another form—such as the kinetic
energy in a spinning flywheel or the potential energy in water that has been pumped to a
higher elevation or the chemical reaction of the batteries—and then later converts the
energy from the new form back to electricity. Energy Storage technologies don’t produce net
energy, but can provide electric power over limited periods of time. Affordable, compact,
reliable energy storage, available in a range of powers and discharge durations, would
dramatically alter the standard solutions for provision of electrical power.
The overall objective is to design, develop, evaluate and manufacture a new Electrical
Energy Storage System composed by:
 A new lightweight and high strength orthotropic composite wheel for FW system in
buildings with improved kinetically storage capabilities and electrical performance and
 An improved and compact VRB in buildings for long term electrical storage.

Energy storage will play a key role in enabling the EU to develop a low-carbon electricity
system. Energy storage can supply more flexibility and balancing to the grid, providing a
back-up to intermittent renewable energy. Locally, it can improve the management of
distribution networks, reducing costs and improving efficiency. In this way, it can ease the
market introduction of renewables, accelerate the decarbonisation of the electricity grid,
improve the security and efficiency of electricity transmission and distribution (reduce
unplanned loop flows, grid congestion, voltage and frequency variations), stabilise market
prices for electricity, while also ensuring a higher security of energy supply.
Source: http://ec.europa.eu/energy/infrastructure/doc/energystorage/2013/energy_storage.pdf
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3.

MESSIB technologies

3.1 MESSIB thermal energy storage
technologies
3.1.1 Geothermal Borehole
BTES (Borehole Thermal Energy Storage) is based on the idea to extract energy from the
ground for heating mainly in cold seasons, which brings the surrounding temperature near
boreholes to a lower level first.
A ground energy system consists of a collector (a plastic pipe layout containing a fluid placed
in the ground), a circulation pump, and a heat pump.
The fluid inside the collector can be either water or brine (water containing alcohol and
therefore able to run at below 0°C). The fluid is run by a circulation pump. When the fluid
returns from the loop, the fluid runs through a heat pump which optimizes the energy
extractions from the fluid.
Simple heat generation only works for a longer time if the energy taken from the ground (by
borehole heat exchanger) is less or equal to the thermal flow from surrounding ground to
the boreholes. If too much energy is extracted, the borehole will freeze and not be able to
work anymore (or only after a few seasons).
So the maximum heat extract is limited by physic – or the ground needs to be recharged
by heat to store for next cold season. A typical application is to cool buildings in summer by
shifting the internal heat backwards into ground (suitable ground conditions and legal
permission assumed) – to recharge the ground. If more heat than extracted will be stored,
this could lead to even more valuable conditions for next heating season.
A popular configuration of the ground loop consists of several plastic pipes typically buried in
vertical holes. A fluid (water or a mixture of water and antifreeze) is circulated through these
pipes. The vertical bore configuration is a popular choice for systems of all sizes because of
its efficient use of space.
A pipe is lowered to the bottom of the borehole, makes a U-turn and returns to the top of
the borehole in one or more pipes. The remaining space is filled with a grout to seal the hole
from potential ground water penetration.
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The grout provides the means for thermal contact between the pipe and the surrounding
earth. Normally, thermally enhanced grout is used (developed for use in geo-exchange
systems). It is able to double or triple the ability to exchange heat with the ground. The
example of the borehole is shown below.

Figure 1: Specification of typical closed loop borehole
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One to twelve individual bores are typically connected together from a circuit. The circuit
connects to a header through a shut-off valve so that a circuit can be isolated. The header
combines the flow through all the circuits before going to the building portion of the loop.
The header can be installed outdoors in a valve pit or all of the circuits can be brought into
the building before being combined.

Figure 2. Borehole example (Grout fill - thermally enhanced bentonite)
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Low enthalpy geothermal borehole, for its specific nature, generates outlet temperatures
depending on the depth of the drilling, but that never raises 20°C; this means that the
temperature provided cannot be used for direct heating, or DHW production, into traditional
conditioning systems.
Existing heating terminals, for new and old buildings, work with temperature between 35°C
(for radiant surfaces) and 90°C (radiators), while DHW requires being heated up to 45°C. As
consequence is required to boost up the outgoing (from BTES) fluid temperature, without
affecting fluid temperature coming back to the borehole; the most common solution is
coupling the BH circuit with heating terminals circuit through a HP.
Geothermal Heat Pumps, or Ground Coupled Heat Pumps (GCHP), are systems combining a
heat pump with a ground heat exchanger (closed loop systems), or fed by ground water
from a well (open loop systems). Ground energy can work both as a source of heating and
cooling for buildings, emitted by radiant surfaces inside.
The ground heat exchanger consists of a sealed loop of pipe buried vertically in the ground.
The refrigerant can be circulated directly through the ground heat exchanger in a direct
expansion system but most commonly GSHPs are indirect systems, where a water/antifreeze
solution circulates through the ground loop and energy is transferred to or from the heat
pump refrigerant circuit via a heat exchanger.
They use the earth as a heat source when operating in heating mode, with a fluid as the
media transferring the heat from the earth to the evaporator of the heat pump, utilizing that
way geothermal energy. In cooling mode, they use the earth as a heat sink.

Figure 3: Typical borehole connection with heat pump and radiant surfaces
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With BHE geothermal heat pumps can offer both heating and cooling at virtually any
location, with great flexibility to meet any demands.
A ground energy system can have the collector placed horizontal in the ground at 1-2 meters
depth or vertical as a borehole going down to 100-200 meters typically, varying by technical
and legal conditions both.

Figure 4: Typical borehole connection of different GHEX

The installation costs of a horizontal collector are typically lower than for a vertical collector.
However, the horizontal collector requires more space and is less efficient. Also, a vertical
collector is more efficient at providing “free” cooling because ground temperatures are lower
at deeper ground levels. (“Free” is mentioned as no costs for refrigeration, but for pump
only).
To maximize the efficiency of a heat pump, when providing heating, it is important not only
to have a low heating distribution temperature but also to have as high a source
temperature as possible. Overall efficiencies for GSHPs are inherently higher than for air
source heat pumps because ground temperatures are higher than the mean air temperature
in winter and lower than the mean air temperature in summer.
Typical entering water temperatures can range from -5°C to +12°C for heat pumps
delivering heat with maximum output temperatures, sometimes as high as 50/55°C.
The lower the heating output temperature and the higher the source input temperature the
more efficiently the heat pump will operate.
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The ground temperature also remains relatively stable allowing the heat pump to operate
close to its optimal design point whereas air temperatures vary both throughout the day and
seasonally and are lowest at times of peak heating demand.
Another possibility, for middle seasons and night conditioning periods, is the utilization of the
borehole in free cooling/heating (conditioning) mode. Free conditioning is an economical
method of using low temperatures sources to assist in systems.
When the cold source temperature drops to a set temperature, a modulating valve allows all
or part of the conditioned water to by-pass the existing HP and run through the Free
conditioning system, which uses less power and uses the lower ambient air temperature to
conditioning the water in the system.

3.1.1.1 MESSIB Technology
One approach to get better efficiency to such BTES systems was developed within MESSIB
project: a borehole heat exchanger with better efficiency (Uponor GHEX; where GHEX =
Ground Heat EXchanger).
The stat-of-the-art conventional so called U-loop installed in borehole to collect heat or
dissipate heat into the ground suffers from some basic drawbacks.
In figure 5 the principle heat transfer to/from the ground is illustrated for a U-loop installed
in the ground. For the U-loop installation there is an undesired heat transfer (heat shunting)
between the downward going flow and the upward going flow which is almost eliminated in
the Uponor GHEX.

Figure 5: Heat Transfer in a U-loop installation and a GHEX ground heat exchanger
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The implication with the conventional U-loop is that, when there is a request of cold water,
the warm water to be cooled is flowing down in one leg of the U-loop and getting cold
during the flow to the bottom; it is then warmed up again, when the cold flow is flowing
upward through return leg, while the sense of warm flow in the other leg is going
downward.
The opposite holds true when cold water is supposed to be warmed up. The warm water
that has been obtained during the flow down to the bottom, and is flowing up in the other
leg, is sensing the cold flow from the downward flow and hence the water is cold again, a
much undesired characteristic.
To prevent heat transfer (shunting) from one leg to the other leg the GHEX is designed with
a thermal insulation on one leg. The thermal insulated leg is located at the center of the
GHEX and the other leg consists of several smaller tubes that are wrapped to the thermal
insulated center leg.
The designs can look slightly different but the drawing in Figure 6 illustrates a typical Uponor
TIL-GHEX design. It consists of one center pipe with outer diameter of about 40 mm and
wall thickness of 2,4 mm. The thermal insulation around the center pipe consists of 8 mm
thickness plastic foam pipe.

Figure 6: GHEX cross-section

The thermal insulation in turn is surrounded by a corrugated plastic pipe with dimensions 62
mm inner diameter and 68 mm outer diameter. Outside the corrugated center pipe 12 pipes
with 16 mm outer diameter and wall thickness 2 mm are circularly positioned.
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Figure 7: a longitudinal cut of GHEX

Together these characteristic should provide involve considerably cost/performance
improvement when exploiting the ground as heat sink/heat source for heat pump and/or as
seasonal energy storage (BTES).
The higher performance can be used either to reduce investment cost or to reduce running
cost or a mixture between investment cost and running cost.

Figure 8: thermal resistance in function of the GHEX flow

Practicalities: the first TRT’s at the Freiburg demonstrator right after the installation delivered
a value of 0,076 K/m/W for the double-U collector and 0,086 K/m/W for the GHEX – on the
first look a negative result.
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It needs to be considered that the GHEX due to local technical difficulties could only be
installed by 82m length; instead the desired 100m the double-U collector was installed. Also
the ground soil for both boreholes was quite different as well as the thermal connection from
the (grouted) borehole to the ground water layer (-s).
As the diagram below shows GHEX (light blue line) performed in this different (and at the
end not direct comparable) setup a marginal lower thermal conductivity than the longer Ucollector.

Figure 9: comparison of thermal capacity between GHEX and U pipe

Another approach to get better efficiency to such BTES systems was the development of
specific Grouting Enhancement Material (GEM), used to fill the borehole in order to give
more mechanical resistance the traditional soil and achieving better conductivity between
heat exchanger and surrounding soil.
The terrain has a great influence in the heat interchange in the geothermal installations. The
characteristic that determines the influence is the thermal conductivity. The soil is not
homogeneous nor in composition neither in density and it is affected by the humidity, so the
thermal conductivity may vary with the depth.
The thermal conductivity (TC) of the most common soil types (gravel, sand, clay and silt)
have been measured in laboratory tests for different humidity percentages, in order to
quantify the variation of the thermal conductivity with the humidity percentage.
The enhancement of the thermal properties of the soil, in order to increase the coefficient of
performance of the underground thermal storage systems, has been tackled by means of
two different methods:
 Development of conductive thermally enhanced grouting materials to benefit the heat
transfer from the heat exchanges to the underground and vice-versa.
 Development and injection of inert conductive fluid materials in the ground to
produce a thermally enhanced substrate with capacity to promote the thermal
storage on the ground.
Thermal energy could be extracted from the soil by different technologies. Here, it has been
contemplated the extraction using conventional geothermal heat pumps and heat
exchangers which were modified.
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TC of the ground in the proximities of the boreholes could be in that way significant
improved by means of injections of those conductive fluids. Total surface of temperature
exchange will be in this way drastically increased and, therefore, the thermal affection of the
ground will be minimized.
Penetration of the GEM will depend on the permeability and porosity of the inner rocks. In
porous, un-cemented substrates, such as sands, gravels or sandy clays, the penetration
could be at least 1 m depending on the injection pressure, whereas in well cemented rocks
the penetration degree of CFM will be smaller.
Furthermore, it has been tested the possibilities of develop grouting materials based on the
same elements than CFM which could produce an additional enhancement of the ground
storage conditions. With the integration of CFM for the ground and enhanced grouting
materials the heat exchange conditions along the boreholes will produce and optimal use of
the shallow geothermal potential and temperature ground storage for the air conditioning of
buildings.

3.1.1.1.1

Architectural Requirements

The process of application of the geothermal system, from the architectonical and
constructional point of view, consists of the following steps:
• creation of wells/holes (perforation of the ground)
• ground heat exchanger installation
• selection of appropriate heat pump and its respective hydraulic installation
• selection of a technical room for a heat pump placement and plumbing connections
• preparation of all connections and placement the equipment needed for proper heat pump
installation
• implementation into central heating facility
While considering the application of geothermal system in a building, the 1 st necessary step
is to find out what type of soil exists underground. Thermal conductivity of soil definitely
influences the efficiency of the whole system, so a geological study should be a first step of
geothermal installation.
In some cases, it is necessary to improve the conductivity of the soil, by means of
conductive fluid material injections, but, because of local regulations and laws, in many
European countries it is forbidden to apply them (because of environmental problems).
The following step of the geothermal system application is creation of holes/wells.
The terrain next to the building should be big enough to enable placement of boreholes and
work of perforation machines. In case when soil material is soft, it is necessary to use a
protection tube to prevent boreholes collapsing during perforation.
Before starting the perforation it is necessary to check if on the terrain there is running
water and electricity available. Conventional bentonite grouts have poor thermal conductivity
relative to most damp native soil and rock materials.
As a result, the use of conventional grout tends to reduce loop thermal performance and
ultimately increase total borehole length requirements for a given system design load. A
thermally enhanced bentonite grout with a thermal conductivity higher than that of
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conventional bentonite grout should reduce total borehole length relative to using
conventional grout.
Since both types of grout are likely to have thermal conductivities that are lower than that of
the native material, the less grout that can be used (and still provide required environmental
protection) the better the system thermal performance should be. The presence or absence
of ground water also influences total borehole length requirements.
Completing a closed loop borehole requires placing material - grout or fill - in the space
between the heat exchanger pipe and the borehole wall. Grout is a high solids fluid mixture
of cement or bentonite of a consistency that can be forced through a pipe and placed as
required. Various additives, such as sand or hydrated lime, may be included in the mixture to
meet certain requirements. For example, sand is added when a considerable volume of grout
is needed.
The reasons for grouting are:
1. protection of the aquifer, or aquifers, including limiting the potential for water movement
between aquifers, for purposes of maintaining quality or preserving the hydraulic response of
the producing zone(s),
2. provide thermal contact between the loop piping and the formation (borehole)
wall, and
3. accomplishing 1 & 2 in an efficient and economical manner.
Alignment of a borehole is never perfect. Under most conditions, the contractor can keep
alignment within practical limits by exercising reasonable care. Alignment becomes critical on
deep holes. Conditions that cause wells to become out of alignment include the nature of the
material penetrated while drilling, trueness of surface or bridge casing, tension of cable tool
drilling line, and pull-down force on drill pipe in rotary drilling.
Solutions for the problems vary as widely as do the conditions which cause the problems.
The borehole shall be in alignment to such an extent that the closed-loop piping can be
placed to the entire borehole depth and such that the borehole does not intersect another
nearby borehole.
All mentioned figures before are a rule of thumb. To be sure please use European standard
EN12831. Take also care about local rules and authorization processes regarding using
Ground Energy respectively installation of such systems.
The time for installation depends on soil conditions, length of pipe, equipment required and
weather conditions but typically installation of a vertical or horizontal ground coil can be
completed in 1 to 2 days.
Prior to any excavation it is important to locate and protect any buried utilities, drainage
pipes etc.
The installation distance between brine-bearing pipes and water pipes, sewers and buildings
should be at least 0.7 m to prevent frost damage.
If this distance cannot be ensured for constructional reasons, the pipes should be
sufficiently insulated in the affected area.
External pipework must be insulated within 1.5 m of any wall, structure or water pipes and
sleeved where it enters the house.
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asphalt on the terrain

It is forbidden to put asphalt on the terrain where
geothermal underground installation is applied. Normally a
polyethylene pipes are used of 1 to 1.5 m below the
ground level.
The ground heat collector extracts energy close to the
surface and, by means of a network of pipes, feeds it to
the heat pump, where it is made usable for conditioning
purposes.

vegetation

However, this causes restrictions for vegetation and leads
to massive ground freezing during the cold season
(heating period).

The state-of-the-art technologies and requirements for ground energy borehole drilling and
installation are valid unchanged for a GHEX installation as well as for regular U-collectors
with only one exception:
 the drilling diameter for today’s GHEX construction must be at least 150mm/6” to
allow smooth installation.
Installation of the heat pump system and especially the ground heat exchanger needs to be
carefully programmed so that it does not interfere with or delay any other construction
activities.
For vertical heat exchangers the space between the borehole wall and the inserted pipes is
backfilled with a suitable grout material, for instance high conductivity bentonite grout,
which is pumped from the bottom of the borehole. This not only provides good thermal
contact but also prevents any vertical migration of groundwater.
It is recommended that the ground heat exchanger is made from a continuous loop of pipe.
Geothermal pipe loops shall be assembled and pressure tested according to adequate
standards (from local regulation) after it has been installed in the borehole and the borehole
has been properly grouted. Each pipe loop should have the same length and the length
depends on heat pump capacity.
The distance between each pipe loop should be the same and the minimum distance
between each borehole should be at least 10 m.
Usually, energy is moved around the building with glycolic water, so thermal energy is
primarily transported throughout the building with a water loop. The heat pump rejects or
extracts heat from the loop, to maintain the desired temperature of the heating terminal and
consequently of the building interested. Other solution, during specific time and seasons,
depending on thermal needs of the building, could be free cooling/heating for space
conditioning.
When a heat exchanger is introduced to a borehole, pack insulation material should be
deposited between borehole and pipes. Ends of heat exchanger need to be introduced
through a wall to building room where heat pump is placed. The passages are realized by
new openings and can be introduced trough a lining pipes.
18

The brine circuit manifold and the return collector must be installed outside the house.
Any connections in high density polyethylene pipe should be made using heat fusion
techniques in accordance with relevant standards.

3.1.1.1.1.1 Passage of the pipes through the wall
It is also possible to make an elastic passage in place where pipe is introduced through wall
(Figure 10). It will protect against vibrations and noise. Space between pipe and wall should
be filled by special filling of polyurethane foam or constructional sponge (3). As additional
filling, elastic foam can be used (4). From outside it is important to protect pipe and wall by
using watertight layer.

Figure 10: Elastic passage through a building wall

1 – building wall,
2 – existing watertight layer,
3 – special filling of polyurethane foam or constructional
sponge between pipe and building wall,
4 – additional filling by for instance elastic foam,
5 – line,
6 – elastic watertight layer of 10 cm
7 – revision leak-proof hole with a cap.
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3.1.1.1.1.2 Heat pump

operational
temperature
negative effects
with the
environment

general requirements Heat pump location
room temperature
Most heat pumps, which are designed nowadays, do not create much
noise nuisance and vibration. By using anti vibration mountings for
the compressor and lining the heat pump casing with acoustic
insulation noise and vibration effects are limited.
Moreover, to prevent noise transmission to the foundation, a suitable
sound dampening rubber mat can be placed underneath the base
frame of the heat pump. If it does not work, an additional sound
insulation should be applied.

humidity
risky situation for
people during its
operation

Location of Heat
pump

low humidity
no

requirements for technical room
Heat pump should be placed in a technical room (machinery room)
together with other technical devices such as air conditioning
systems, water treatment, circulating devices and storage systems.
It should be positioned on a firm base that can bear its weight,
preferably on a concrete, horizontal, smooth floor or foundation, in an
indoor room with low humidity.
It is recommended to use the heat pump adjustable feet to obtain a
horizontal and stable set-up.

space needed

It is important to define at first the amount of energy needed what
gives an idea about system size.
Technical room needs to be large enough to place all the required
equipment, but also to mount and maintain this equipment.

access

Technical room with heat pump system needs to be accessible for
maintenance or replacement of system equipment.
The complete access path from outside (street level) to the inside of
the room needs to be wide enough to enable replacement of the
biggest component with an expected lifetime that is shorter than the
building lifetime.

air supply

In a technical room, minimum of natural ventilation is needed, in
absence of artificial ventilation.
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3.1.1.1.2

Electromechanical requirements

A BTES is a hydraulic system which requires only regular power connections to aggregates
as usual in technical facility equipment for HVAC.
To calculate primary pump and hydraulic components layout the functionality and theory
behind a GHEX needs to be considered: The laminar flow for a GHEX by theory is to be
configured (pump size, -power, -speed) to a value of 0,035 kg/s – 0,4 kg/s (~l/s), following
the calculations done.
turn of borehole loop) of
3°K, instead the 6°K a GHEX installation could provide. Due to this the mass flow needs to
be a bit higher for the time being (until improved heat pumps available) and was set on 0,5
kg/s to match with state-of-art heat pumps.

Figure 11: Geothermal heat pump

This is to be considered, as the layout of a GHEX loop needs to stay still within laminar flow
in the ground, which is one key efficiency factor for proper heat transmission. To compare:
regular U-collectors work at operating point of 0,8 kg/s, using the same brine fluid.
Pump layout needs to be only for one but constant operation point; pressure drop changes
or variable mass flows are not to be considered.
BTES hydraulic loop(-s) needs to be thermally connected to building inside heating/cooling
emission surfaces by use of a heat exchanger that disconnects the outside loop(-s)
(medium = brine or water) from the inside circuits (mostly water only). This is besides the
demanded disconnect of media necessary for different operating pressures and to be able to
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control different media expansions separately; also to allow separate mass flow and pump
switch.
The direct architectural impact of a BTES is quite minimal (as it consists only some outside
boreholes and ground connections by simple pipe work), but a BTES system as described
above requires preferably radiant surfaces inside the buildings for heating (e.g. under floor
heating) and cooling both (e.g. chilled ceilings).
This is a demand on energy efficiency to work with supply temperatures which needs to be
nearest possible (by theory) to available temperatures from ground for heating and cooling –
low temperature heating and high temperature cooling – in fact the Coefficient of
Performance (COP) of a heat pump depends on the difference of temperature between
condensation and evaporation. The smaller is the difference, the higher is the COP.
In this case being fixed the evaporator temperature (from the ground), to increase the COP
is necessary to reduce the condensing temperature (heating terminals of the house).
The most critical moment, for the damage of any components, is during drilling and
installation time; when piping damages, due to rough field conditions, it might end in
soonest or later leakages.
Any leakage in ground certainly leads to a loss of the whole borehole after grouting, so
proper installation requires a pressure test right after installation but before filling of the
borehole. After installation a normal ground energy loop is without problems by external
damage, except the very small danger of earth movements.
The ground loop should be pressure tested before installation in the ground (this may be
done prior to delivery) and again after installation. The loop should be flushed and purged of
all air before being charged with antifreeze and pressurized ready for connection to the heat
pump.
When the heat pump is delivering heat, the ground loop circuit will normally be operating
below the building interior's dew point temperature. Good quality insulation, vapour sealing
of internal pipework and fittings in this circuit is therefore essential to minimize the risks.
The pipework should be configured to avoid potential damage, if any condensation should
still occur, and warning tape should be installed over all buried pipes.
Water heating provides a year-round load and can improve the load factor for the heat
pump. Hot water is usually required to be delivered from the tap at temperatures in the
range 35°C to 45°C and for domestic installations; the thermal power output of the heat
pump will be inadequate to deliver instantaneous direct heating of incoming water to this
temperature, so a storage system is required.
For most domestic heat pumps the maximum output temperature will be 55°C and the
maximum water storage temperature achievable will be 50°C. An auxiliary electric immersion
heater will be required to provide a ‘boost’ facility, and also to raise the water temperature
so that it can be stored at 60°C in order to reduce the risk of Legionella.
For domestic heating, the heat pump can feed directly the radiant surface loop or can pass
through a buffer tank, which disconnect primary by secondary circuit.
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The following figures are as an example to show the connection of a borehole collector to an
outdoor installation trench or chamber, which is also the interface to the heat pump(-s).

Figure 12: Geothermal heat pump connected with HVAC

The pipe coils should be connected and laid using a flow manifold and return collector
according to the scheme below (Figure 13), so that all brine circuits are of equal length.

Figure 13: Geothermal heat generic scheme

The filling should be installed at the site's lowest point, while ventilation valves should be
installed at the site's highest point. All the brine circuit pipes that run through the walls of
the house should be insulated with steam-resistant material to prevent the formation of
condensation. All brine-bearing pipes must be made of corrosion-resistant material.
Nothing should be built on top of ground heat collectors, nor should the surface be sealed in.
The main breather with micro-bubble separator should be positioned at the highest and
warmest point of the brine circuit.
The equipment for the brine circuit can be installed either inside or outside the building, once
has been properly insulated.
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3.1.1.1.3

Control and Application concepts

The most important step in the design of a GSHP installation is accurate calculation of the
building’s heat loss, its related energy consumption profile and the domestic hot water
requirements. This will allow accurate sizing of the heat pump system and consequently of
the energy required to the geothermal borehole.
This is particularly important because the capital cost of a GSHP system is generally higher
than for alternative conventional systems and economies of scale are more limited.
Oversizing will significantly increase the installed cost for little operational saving and will
mean that the period of operation under part load is increased.
Frequent cycling reduces equipment life and operating efficiency. Conversely if the system is
undersized design conditions may not be met and the use of top-up heating, usually direct
acting electric heating, will reduce the overall system efficiency.
Heating Demand

The heat demand usually is calculated in W/m2 floor area. An ordinary
single family house in the Scandinavian countries has a dimensioning
heat demand of 50W/m2 floor area. This heat demand is the peak load
needed to be able to keep the set indoor temperature at the
dimensioning outdoor temperature. This dimensioning peak load is
calculated at steady state conditions. Due to the fact that the cooling
period is just a view hours per year, the main focus is on the heat
demand. An office and a Commercial building would normally require a
dimensioning heating demand of about 40W/m 2.
The dimensioning heating demand of an industrial building will have to
be calculated as the individual type of industrial business will normally
overrun the heat transfer from the building.

Cooling demand

Looking at a modern well-built single family house in Central- Northern
Europe the cooling demand would not have duration of more than 3-4
weeks per year, including 2-3 occasions when peak loads occur. The
cooling peak loads are generally higher than the corresponding
heating peak loads.
When calculating on heating peak loads levels at 50 W/m 2 the
recommendation is to set cooling peak load to 60 W/m2. For a modern
single family house such a peak load would have to have duration of
at least 72 hours to be able to penetrate the building framework, i.e.
outer walls and roof.
Cooling demand in a commercial building or an office building is
normally significantly higher than in the heating case. An office
building with a calculated dimensioning heating demand of 40 W/m2
would typically have a corresponding cooling demand of 60 W/m2.
Cooling demand of an industrial building must be calculated as the
type of business to be performed will normally override the heating/
cooling demands of the building.
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Heating /
Cooling peak
loads

Calculating the heating/ cooling demand of a building is always a
matter of calculating the demands for a “normal year”. Looking at
Europe there are climatic maps for each country where the
“Dimensional Temperature” is given for certain climatic areas. For a
certain city the dimensional winter temperature could be, for an
example, -16°C. This is the lowest temperature normally having
duration of at least 100 hours each year. An extreme temperature with
duration less than 72 hours will normally not influence the indoor
climate in modern well insulated buildings.
Calculating the dimensioning cooling demand is done the same way as
the heating demand. To be able to find peak loads the dimensioning
heating/ cooling demand for the building is calculated. In Northern
Europe building standards will normally give a dimensioning heating
demand of 40-50 W/m2 floor area regarding the ground floor and 2535 W/m2 for the first floor.
Dimensioning temperatures and dimensioning heating demands will
give a “Standard Peak Load”. This Peak Load is what it takes to keep a
normal room air temperature at constant dimensioning outdoor
temperature. A heating/ cooling system dimensioned to be able to
meet Static Peak Load will not be able to keep room temperature
when outdoor temperature is rapidly decreasing down to Dimensioning
Outdoor Temperature (DOT). In situations where DOT has a duration
of more than 72 hours the indoor temperature will normally drop 23°C below room temperature for 2-3 days and then return to normal
temperature levels.
To be able to meet this dynamic dimensioning heating demand the
heating/ cooling power will have to be at least 25-30% higher than
that calculated for the Standard Peak Load.
The borehole collector is an installation where the depth of the
borehole is calculated according to a locally accepted certain power
output per meter borehole length. A calculation showing the correct
power output from the borehole will give a good inlet temperature to
the heat pump which, in turn, will give a good Seasonal Performance
Factor (SPF) from the heat pump. Looking at a ground coupled heat
pump two thirds of the heating energy is then taken from the ground
and one third is taken from energy used (electricity) to run the heat
pump.
In most cases the basic ground conditions within a certain area are
known. This is normally quite enough to get guidance for a single
family house installation. For a larger multi-hole installation a TRT test
could be done to be able to fine-tune the thermal output from the
boreholes. During a TRT test a fixed flow of heated water is pumped
down in the ground and the flow and return temperatures are
registered.
The heating is done using a known constant power level. After some
time the flow and return temperatures becomes stable. The
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temperature drop will give a picture of the ground thermal
conductivity in the area. This information can then be used to
calculate the maximum thermal output from the borehole when certain
minimum and maximum water temperatures are given. The evaluation
of these results has to be done by a designer.
Ground water movement assists in heat diffusion and can help
overcome an imbalance in the annual thermal loads (cooling
dominated loads) to prevent long term temperature build-up in the
ground around the loops. The loop designer should account for the
presence or absence of ground water in the loop design.
To ensure proper functionality, the main control strategy is to keep
laminar flow within the collector for best possible thermal efficiency.
The complete layout of the primary (ground-coupled) hydraulic loop,
including heat exchanger and pump, needs to follow this.
As the borehole loop serves only as supply to any heat pump, the
temperatures (flow + return), as well as pressure, should be observed
frequently to detect deviation; constant monitoring is not necessary as
the loop runs only by on/off, not by reduced performance or speed.
Control of the primary pump is either done in small projects by the
internal control of the heat pump or by BMS for larger buildings.
The first aim of the space heating control circuit is to operate the heat
distribution system at the lowest temperature that will still meet the
required comfort conditions. This will optimize the efficiency of the
heat pump.
Weather
compensation

This is the most efficient form of control. The output temperature from
the heat pump is adjusted according to the outside air temperature, so
that as the outside temperature raises the output temperature is
reduced. The heat pump thus never works at a higher temperature
than necessary.
In general an outside temperature sensor sends signals to a controller
which automatically controls the output temperature according to a
factory set curve defining the relationship between the outside air
temperature and the heat pump output temperature.

Room sensor
control

A room temperature sensor centrally located in the house can be used
in conjunction with an outside air temperature sensor to influence the
curve
control function.

Fixed
temperature

The heat pump is switched on and off by an in-built return
temperature sensor and always operates up to its maximum working
temperature.
This method of control does not offer optimum savings from the heat
pump. Usually a single room temperature sensor is used to control the
operation of the heat pump compressor.
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In addition the operation of the heat pump can be controlled by a time
clock, however, for water based distribution systems there will not be
the same potential for intermittent heating as there can be with
conventional gas or oil fired heating systems.
With output temperatures between 35°C and 55°C the response time
of the heating system is long and GSHP systems are therefore
designed to maintain a stable temperature rather than to be able to
raise the temperature quickly immediately before occupation. Night
setback is also unlikely to be appropriate. The main function of the
time-clock is likely to be able to try and maximize the use of any
cheaper electricity tariffs.
During heating and cooling season, when functional temperature for
heating/cooling terminals are not achievable by direct use of borehole
temperature, but require a boosting by a heat pump, it is strongly
suggested to couple install a buffer between the HP (primary loop)
and the heating terminal (secondary loop). By this way the
heating/cooling will not be provided directly from the HP but from the
buffer; this means that the hysteresis fixed by the designer will be
compensated by the buffer and its circulating pump, while the
hysteresis of the buffer will be compensated by the HP.
As consequence the regulation inside the building could be more
precise by the implementation of a small range for the hysteresis (2-3
K), with thermal energy provided directly from the buffer, while the
buffer can work on a higher range if hysteresis (10-15 K) limiting the
number of stops and go of the HP.
This kind of separation between energy generator and energy utilizer
allow extending the expected life of the equipment, limiting the
number of electricity peaks for the starts, working inside high COP
range and charging the buffer during cheaper electricity tariff periods

3.1.1.1.4

Maintenance and Service

A BTES needs no special or extra services then the state-of-the-art hydronic heating/cooling
systems. Depending on local rules and standards a frequent check on tightness of the
ground-coupled loop(-s) might be required.
A leakage down in the ground certainly cannot be repaired and will lead to a loss/close-down
of the whole borehole, so continuous watch of installation process as mentioned before is
mandatory. General quality safeguarding measures are to be respected also for chosen
materials and manufacturing methods as well as by training/certification requirements for
installers.
Any loss of efficiency due to changes inside the GHEX installation except by mechanical
damages is not expected during lifetime of installation. The most wellknown danger for a
loss of thermal efficiency is improper layout or overdevelopment of thermal supply: too high
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thermal abstraction capacity can drive temperature in the borehole down below frost point,
so the borehole might freeze and become inoperable permanent or at least for one heating
period. To avoid this professional geological calculation (ground thermal characteristics) and
installation supervision is suggested.
Since some settling may occur after initial placement of the grout material, the installer shall
monitor each borehole and continue adding grout as required for a period of no less than
thirty (30) minutes, not longer than two (2) hours. Grouting manufacturer shall provide
thermal conductivity testing of site mixed grouting material to verify the “as mixed” thermal
conductivity value. Manufacturer shall provide a minimum of three sample analyses for this
project. Weighing of the sample shall not constitute compliance with this specification.
At a minimum, sampling shall be taken at the beginning of the project, at approximately one
third of completion, and at approximately two-thirds of completion. In the event that the
analysis indicates a thermal conductivity value below the minimum specified value, corrective
action shall be taken to increase thermal conductivity value back to minimum specified
requirement.

3.1.1.1.5

Advantages and Disadvantages

Combination of CFM with the new developed pipelines systems, based on a new concept of
heat exchange, could trigger an increment on the COP of the GSHP, reduce the total length
of the borehole fields and produce a high amount of thermal energy, to be employed in the
heating and cooling of buildings.
The use of shallow geothermal energy can be a good alternative to take advantage of the
benefits of aboveground buildings and underground constructions simultaneously. Shallow
geothermal systems can meet the needs of heating and cooling using a single installation,
maintaining low energy consumption. Therefore, it could be a good alternative to
conventional HVAC systems. The main disadvantage of geothermal systems is the high cost
of investment required.
Thanks to its renewable character, an geothermal borehole guarantees substantial energy
savings (50 – 90%). Taken into account the more-investment, a realistic simple payback
times (between 5 – 10 years) can be obtained. Directly linked to the energy savings, a
significant greenhouse gas emission reduction will be reached, compared to a standard
energy production unit.
The underground stays available at all times, even on clouded and windless moments. This
means that geothermal energy is always there, constant and continuous, in comparison to
solar energy or wind energy. Another big advantage is the opportunity to cool at very high
efficiencies (8 times better than a traditional chiller).
Geothermal heat pumps overcome the problem of resource variations, because ground
temperatures remain fairly constant throughout the year. Depending upon the soil type and
moisture conditions, ground (and groundwater) temperatures experience little if any
seasonal variations below about 10 m.
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MESSIB technology is not different from traditional boreholes, except for the improved heat
exchange, which allows to reduce the lenght of the soil drilling, and for the attention to pay in the
installation of the GHEX into the soil, due to the specific geometry of the concentric pipes.
The calculation for the energetic balance of the system requires a detailed analysis of the ground, to
understand the kWh available during the year and the enhancemenet brought by the CFM respect to
traditional grouting material.

3.1.2 Phase Change Materials (PCMs)
The appeal of PCMs is that they can store heat energy in a latent, as well as sensible
fashion, leading to greater heat storage capacity per unit volume than that of conventional
materials. As the ambient temperature rises, the chemical bonds within the PCM break up as
the material changes phase from solid to liquid (as is the case for solid-liquid PCMs which are
of particular interest here).
The phase change is a heat-seeking (endothermic) process and therefore, the PCM absorbs
heat. As the environment cools down, the PCM will return to solid phase and reject the heat
it had absorbed.

Figure 14: PCM state change

For PCM technology, the key parameters of human comfort requirements are the
temperatures of the air and the surrounding surfaces, because PCM can influence only these
parameters.
The integration of PCM can be as part of separate building components, or as additive to
ordinary building materials, which makes them PCM-composite materials.
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Applications of PCM in buildings include space heating and space cooling. In space heating
the goal is to keep a space warm, more specifically to avoid the temperature going below a
certain level. This can be achieved in three ways:
 the reduction of heat loss,
 the supply of heat,
 the reduction of temperature fluctuations in low temperatures.
In the last way, a PCM with a phase change temperature (or range) within the comfort range
is used to store excess heat from the day, from internal sources or solar radiation, to prevent
temperatures going down at night. To supply heat, an additional heat source at a higher
temperature is necessary (for example a water loop feed by a geothermal heat pump). PCMs
incorporated in building envelopes used for passive solar heating in winter can increase the
thermal capacity of light building envelopes, thus reducing and delaying the peak heat load
and reducing room temperature fluctuations. Storage of heat or cold is necessary to match
availability and demand with respect to time and also with respect to power.
Basically two different ways to use PCMs for heating and cooling of buildings exist:
 PCMs in building walls
 PCMs in other building components than walls
Both of two are passive systems, because the heat or cold stored is automatically released
when indoor or outdoor temperatures rise or fall beyond the melting point. With passive
systems the regenerations of the thermal storage medium after melting occurs solely by
means of free ventilation and natural cooling, while -there is no actively moved heat transfer
fluid. Heat is stored in the building material in daytime; at night the stored heat is retrieved
from the PCM and discarded by ventilation to the outside.
The discharge of the stored heat at night with cold night air is a key issue. The reason is that
the difference between the temperature of the air at night and the PCM is usually only a few
K. Further on, to cool down the PCM, the cold night air has to reach the PCM in the building.
Besides a direct reduction in energy consumption, these energy-storing building materials
can reduce peaks in demand by creating a more even load-time characteristic. Further,
appropriate thermal storage can be used to effect a significant reduction in equipment
cycling frequency and thus achieve a noticeable increase in operating efficiency.
One advantage of integrating PCM in building components is that the walls, the floor and the
ceiling of a building offer large areas for passive heat transfer within every zone of the
building, which would add thermal storage for passive solar heating as well as create an
opportunity for ventilation cooling and time-shifting of mechanical cooling loads.
If space heating and cooling requirements can be shifted from peak to off-peak time through
thermal storage, a significant reduction in electricity generation, transmission and
distribution facilities can result.



The PCM reduces the auxiliary heating energy by approximately 3 GJ per annum or
15%. The same relative reduction occurs also in the maximum auxiliary heating
power.
Interestingly, the energy savings are slightly larger with maximum comfort
temperature control. If a large temperature swing is allowed, the storage reduces the
actual temperature fluctuation typically by 1 – 2°C.

To improve the heat rejection an active ventilation system can be applied. This assures that
the air temperature inside the building is closer to the night air temperature outside. The
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active ventilation leads to a better heat transfer coefficient at the surface of the PCM. For
that, the airflow must be directed along the surface of the PCM in a way that heat transfer is
by forced convection instead of free convection.
If the external wall of the building is constructed from PCM concrete blocks, a thermal
storage capacity approximately four times that of the energy-storing wallboard can be
achieved. This could significantly reduce the furnace and chiller cycling and/or peak demand
for space heating and cooling energy.
If used in conjunction with an alternative energy source where the demand for heating
energy may be asynchronous with the supply from a source such as an active solar array or
low-energy waste heat source, this application of energy storage could be even more
effective. The amount of storage would, of course, vary with the climate and building
characteristics.

3.1.2.1 MESSIB Technology
The working principle of phase change materials is based on the uptake and the release of
heat energy during melting and crystallization, respectively. The most relevant material
properties concerning the application are melting temperature, latent heat of fusion, and
chemical stability.
Organic substances offer the possibility to adjust the melting temperature, and thus the
operation temperature in the desired range. Additionally, they are chemically stable and have
a low vapour pressure providing good cycle stability. However, the drawback of this material
class is a lower storage density and a high fire load.
The alternatives are inorganic salts and salt hydrates. They have higher storage densities
and lower fire hazard, but especially the salt hydrates are less stable due to incongruent
melting. Besides they are either hygroscopic or tend to loose hydrate water.
The problem of low stability under ambient conditions can be solved by suitable
encapsulation in macro- or microcapsules. Additionally, microencapsulation offers new
application scenarios like the incorporation in other materials.
A disadvantage of most salt hydrates is the tendency to remain a liquid when the
temperature is lowered, even below the freezing point. This effect is called ‘supercooling’. A
high degree of supercooling can even prevent the withdrawal of heat from the PCM. It is
therefore important to reduce supercooling as much aspossible.
A solution is to add a nucleating agent (so called nucleator) which provides the nuclei to
initiate crystallization. It was decided to test nucleators for nNa2CO3/Na2HPO4/H2O, the
PCM selected for further research activities within MESSIB. The effect of the following
nucleators was investigated: CaCO3, BaSO4, CaSO4 and BaCO3 (all added with 0.5 wt %)
and SrCl2 (2 wt %). So far, only SrCl2 was found to reduce the temperature difference
between solidification and melting:
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Figure 15: PCM behaviour with and without nucleator

Preliminary work to develop an encapsulation technique was carried out for an inorganic salt
hydrate with hybrid polymers. As core material, sodium carbonate decahydrate was chosen
which has a melting point of 32 °C. The encapsulation material is a hybrid polymer from the
ORMOCERR material class.
The material combines the properties of inorganic substances like temperature stability and
mechanical resistance with the variability of chemical and physical properties of an organic
polymer network. ORMOCERR precursors are composed of pre-condensed inorganic
components covalently linked to organic moieties which can be polymerized via initiator
systems to finally form the hybrid polymer.
The inorganic part is cross-linked during the fabrication of the resin. Organic crosslinking is
carried out after the application of the material. For encapsulation purposes a special
interface-selective process was developed by ISC. That process was further optimized to
reduce the capsule size and the wall thickness.
For the microencapsulation of sodium carbonate decahydrate, a technique based on an
interfacial reaction was developed. The salt hydrate is encapsulated in the molten state.
The technology to encapsulate paraffin is already developed, so the focus was to improve
the shells to reach more stability to apply these materials to hydraulic networks. To utilize
these slurries within hydraulic networks means to expose much higher shear forces on them
compared to capsules embedded into construction materials like gypsum plaster or gypsum
plaster wallboard.
This means that modification of the shell has been necessary to reach sufficient stability for a
lifetime, long enough, to reach not only energetic benefits and reductions of CO2 emissions
but also an economically reasonable utilization of this new heat transfer fluids.
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3.1.2.1.1

Architectural Integration

The most common way of implementing PCM into building environment is by the
impregnation of organic PCM into porous construction materials: to increase the thermal
mass and to develop a direct gain storage element capable of diurnal heat energy storage.
Many different building materials have the potential hosts for PCM including timber, porous
gypsum wallboard, wood-particle board, concrete, brick, rock and aggregates.
For example:
 Gypsum plasterboards with microencapsulated paraffin
 Plaster with microencapsulated paraffin
 Concrete with microencapsulated paraffin
 Panels with shape-stabilized paraffin
PCM materials can be incorporated into a building's wall, floor or ceiling construction.
Architectonical integration characteristics are described for the following PCM solutions:
1

Ceiling or wall with mixture
paraffin plaster

2

Ceiling or wall with mixture
paraffin board

3

Ceiling or wall with pure salt
hydrate panel

Mixture paraffin plaster has no influence on the
aesthetics of the ceiling or wall, and can be finished
with a coating or painting.
Mixture paraffin plaster has no influence on the
aesthetics of the ceiling or wall, and can be finished
with a coating or painting..
Pure salt hydrate panels are mainly constructed from
polypropylene canal boards which do have an
influence on the aesthetics of the ceiling or wall:
- the polypropylene surface, and canal structure, are
visible
- polypropylene cannot be finished with a coating or
painting
- the panels, or panel elements, have fixed forms and
dimensions
A cave between the pure salt hydrate panel and the
ceiling or wall, to circulate hot or cold air for example,
requires an approximately 10 cm zone, under the
ceiling or in front of the wall.

4

Ceiling or wall with pure salt
hydrate tablets foil

Pure salt hydrate tablets foil is constructed from
polypropylene foil which does have an influence on the
aesthetics of the ceiling or wall:
- the polypropylene surface, and tablets structure, are
visible
- polypropylene cannot be finished with a coating or
painting
- the foils, and tablets, have a fixed thickness and
width
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5

Ceiling or wall with paraffin
gypsum board cassette

Paraffin gypsum board cassettes are flammable, so
additional anti-fire protective measures are needed,
which do have an influence on the aesthetics of the
ceiling or wall:
- the cassettes can be covered by a fire-resistant
metal sheet
- the metal sheet may be covered by a fire-resistant
coating which is foaming in case of fire
- the application of a sprinkler system is mostly
compulsory

6

Window translucent element
with wax-like filling

Wax-like filled window translucent elements do have
an influence on the aesthetics of the wall or facade:
- the windows are translucent, opaque and nontransparent
- the windows have fixed forms and dimensions (10
cm thickness)

7

Facade cooling unit with
graphite-paraffin composite

Graphite-paraffin composite is housed in a facade
cooling unit which does have an influence on the
aesthetics of the facade:
- the unit requires a position in the facade (under the
window)
- an air based unit requires a ventilation opening in
the facade and inside the room
- a water based unit requires (connections to) capillary
tube mats on the wall or ceiling

8

Roof solar chimney with salt
hydrate panel

Salt hydrate panels within a roof solar chimney have
no influence on the aesthetics of the roof of the
building, and a solar chimney has influence on the
aesthetics only in case that it is visible.
Another solution is to embed the PCM into Latent Heat
Storage Panel: it consists of an acrylic sheet followed
by a polyhedral wall, an air cavity and heavy
insulation. In the air cavity, an array of tubes is placed
containing a PCM.
The panel is used for heating by absorption of solar
irradiation during the day, and retrieval of this heat at
night by placing heavy insulation between the panel
and the outside atmosphere, and then passing air
between the tubes and into the room.
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3.1.2.1.1.1 Passive systems
PCM can be considered as an extra layer of insulation applied to the walls, floor, and ceiling
to separate the inside temperature of the building to the ambient temperature. Once the
walls are lined with the PCM, the temperature of a certain space can be kept relatively
constant at the phase change temperature.
It works well in tandem with regular insulation. The insulation in placed in between the
exterior wall and the PCM material. By placing it this way, the insulation can repel outside
heat during the day while the PCM absorbs the heat that radiates from the windows. During
night time, the PCM expels its stored heat while the insulation then keeps the heat inside the
building.

Figure 16: PCM passive system into a house

The PCM can be chosen depending on the application to meet the temperature
requirements. Typically, for PCM applications, a material that changes between solid and
liquid at the desired temperature is chosen since there is only a small volume change
between the two phases for a certain mass.
The PCM is enclosed plastic micro granules such that the PCM can be treated as a powder.
An advantage with microencapsulation it is easier to mix with other materials, such as
plaster, during processing distributing the material evenly.
Another advantage of microencapsulation is due to its size and form, it is virtually
indestructible from normal work such as hammering and drilling as the granules will simply
flake off from the plaster when the plaster is deformed. Another advantage of its size is that
it has a large surface area for heat exchange.
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Compared to macro-encapsulation, the PCM does not run into the problem of partially
solidifying or liquefying during phase changes due to the temperature gradient within the
core. The shells for granules can also be made from ignition resistant material
This is ideal for drywalls and tiles. This virtually allows enclosing the room or building with
PCM to shield the inside from changes of the ambient temperature outside. The fire resistant
rating of the drywall can also be increased by using ignition resistant material to encapsulate
the PCM.

Figure 17: passive PCM mounted on dry walls

With the advent of PCM implemented in gypsum board, plaster, concrete or other wall
covering materials, thermal storage can be part of the building structure even for light
weight buildings. The PCM must be encapsulated so that it does not adversely affect the
function of the construction material. Microencapsulation also allows the phase change
materials to be incorporated simply and economically into conventional construction
materials. Both methods of PCM encapsulation in concrete (micro- and macro-encapsulation)
may have some drawbacks.
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Plastic or metallic encapsulation of the phase change material is expensive but safe, as the
PCM is considered as an individual concrete aggregate, not adversely influencing its primarily
functions. Microencapsulation by impregnating the phase change materials in the fresh
concrete is very effective, but it may affect the mechanical strength of the concrete as well
as it may lead to bleeding during the melting phase of the PCM.
The inclusion of PCM in the buildings envelope would influence in thermal gains and losses of
the building and also in the thermal inertia. A solar wall is a primary example of an indirect
gain approach. It consists of a thick masonry wall on the south side of a house. A single or
double layer of glass or plastic glazing is mounted about four inches in front of the wall’s
surface. Solar heat is collected in the space between the wall and the glazing. The outside
surface of the wall is of black colour that absorbs heat, which is then stored in the wall’s
mass. Heat is distributed from the solar wall to the house over a period of several hours.
When the indoor temperature falls below that of the wall’s surface, heat begins to radiate
into the room. A wall filled with PCM is constructed on the south-side window of a house.
The wall is heated during the day by incoming solar radiation melting the PCM. At night the
heat is withdrawn to warm the house.
For a given amount of heat storage, the phase change units require less space than water
walls or mass solar walls and are much lighter in weight. These are, therefore, much
convenient to make use of in retrofit applications of buildings. Successful utilization of PCM
impregnated building material requires a good means of containment or encapsulation. In
buildings, a more interesting approach to smooth the temperature variations within a space
is by using wallboards containing a PCM. The wall large heat transfer area supports large
heat transfer between the wall and the space. The wallboards are cheap and widely used in
a variety of applications, making them very suitable for PCM encapsulation. However, the
principles of latent heat storage can be applied to any appropriate building materials

Figure 18: way of working of passive PCM
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3.1.2.1.1.2 Active systems
The concept of using forced convection is based on the integration of PCM into a ceiling
construction. The principle of suspended ceilings can be developed into an active system by
providing a small fan to blow air over the PCM pouches to effectively discharge the absorbed
heat 24 hours. In this case, the ceiling is constructed in a way that it builds a two
dimensional channel that directs the air flow.

Figure 19: Example of the active cooling ceiling system installation

The PCM is located in this channel and, in combination with the channel, can be regarded as
heat storage. At night, cold night air is first directed across the PCM surface to discharge the
stored heat and cool down the PCM. The air is then discharged to the outside of the building.
For cooling in daytime, warm air from the room is forced to move across the PCM and heat it
up. The air is thereby cooled and then supplied back to the room. It is possible to implement
the same approach as for the ceiling in a wall construction. Wall systems have been in use
for longer period than other applications. The cooling system is installed in the space
between the covering plates. Intake and exit of air from the room is via openings at the
bottom and the top. At the exit, it is necessary to assure that the volume flow of air, which is
necessary to achieve a significant cooling power, does not lead to uncomfortable air
velocities. It is also possible to integrate a similar system into the floor. The PCM is located
directly under the floorboards. During daytime, cooling can be achieved by extracting the
warm air from the room, cooling it while melting the PCM, and then bringing the cooled air
back to the room. Permeable floorboards can be used for this reason. At night, cold night air
can be circulated under the floor space to cool down the PCM and reject the stored heat.
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Using air as heat transfer medium to discard the stored heat means that the cold night is
used as cold source; is possible that during most of the time of cooling season is not
absolutely reliable that the temperature of the night air drops to a temperature low enough
to discard all the heat stored in daytime, so it is possible to integrate a liquid-air heat
exchanger and to attach it to a cold source with a liquid heat transfer fluid. This way, the
cooling with cold nights can be supported, but there is a backup for the warm night.
Additionally, since the demand side for cold and the source side have separate heat transfer
fluids, it is possible to charge and discharge the PCM at the same time. As the heat transfer
medium in a radiant floor heating system: it consists of a panel containing the PCM, placed
horizontally on top of an electrical resistance heater.
Otherwise encapsulated mineral salt PCM can be used beneath the screed layer in an underfloor heating system.
Other possibilities can be explored during winter and mid-season time, integrating passive
storage systems with batch active energy production systems, like renewable energies.

Figure 20: Example of the active PCM in radiant surfaces, connected with solar

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Solar collectors
Buffer tank
Circulation pump
Heat exchanger
Circulation pump
Expansión vessel
Drain
Distribution pump
PCM radiant floor

Pipes need to be installed directly on ceiling or in walls or floor, and then covered with a slim
plaster layer. The system can be used for cooling as well as for heating and applied on walls
or under ceilings.
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Figure 21: Example of the active PCM in radiant surfaces, connected with HP

Main part of PCS storage system of the company Uponor is a PE-Xa pipe with dimensions of
9.9 x 1.1 mm. There are two types of PCS systems which can be applied to the building:
 Gypsum plaster panels system
 Piping system installed directly on wall/ceiling and covered with a plaster layer
Gypsum plaster panels can be quickly installed and can be used in new buildings or
renovated buildings. The oxygen tight PE-Xa pipes with diameter of 9.9 mm need to be preinstalled onto the gypsum panels. The pipes which are installed close to the surface allow
highest heating loads of up to 90 W/m 2 and cooling loads of up to 60 W/m2.
The gypsum panels consist of a fibre-reinforced and flame resistant gypsum panel with
thickness of 15 mm and an insulation layer of 27 mm made of polystyrene. The panels are
delivered in different sizes: 500 x 1200mm, 1000 x 2000 mm and 2000 x 1200 mm and as
passive panel (without pipes) in size 2000 x 1200 mm. The panels can be screwed directly to
substructure. Areas of 15 up to 25 m2 will be connected with PE-Xa pipes of dimension 20
mm via Tichelmann system and can carry hot or cold water as the transport medium.
The connections will be carried out with the Uponor Quick & Easy connection technique. The
connection pipelines are not visible from the outside. Existing fire safety, ventilation or
lighting systems can be integrated to the system.

Figure 22: Piping system installed directly on wall/ceiling and covered with a plaster layer

The system is installed directly on the ceilings or walls and then covered with a slim plaster
layer. This provides for a remarkably quick room temperature control. Pipes are clicked into
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the Uponor clamp track 9.9 on walls or ceilings. The distance between the tracks should be
from 80 up to 140 mm. The pipes will be connected with the Uponor Quick & Easy PPSU
fittings for fast and efficient connection.

Figure 23: Piping system installed directly on walls/ceiling

3.1.2.1.2

Electromechanical Requirements

Phase Change Materials is an alternative way to reduce long term cost and reduce power
consumption. It is a passive material like a regular building insulation but it also has the
ability to keep the interior of the building at a constant temperature. The main concept is
that the PCM stores excess heat during the day and expelling the stored heat during night
time. By using PCM, the power consumption and the cost of temperature management is
reduced during the day and during the night.
Its functionality is identical to the Trombe Wall; the heat is stored within the wall’s thermal
mass during the day and released to the interior of the building during the night. However,
instead of storing the heat within the masonry, the heat is stored in the form of latent heat
of the PCM.
The idea to use phase change materials for the purpose of storing thermal energy is to make
use of the latent heat of a phase change, usually between the solid and the liquid state.
Since a phase change involves a large amount of latent energy at small temperature
changes, PCMs are used for temperature stabilization and for storing heat with large energy
densities in combination with rather small temperature changes.
The successful usage of PCMs is on one hand a question of a high energy storage density,
but on the other hand it is very important to be able to charge and discharge the energy
storage with a thermal power, that is suitable for the desired application. One major
drawback of latent thermal energy storage is the low thermal conductivity of the materials
used as PCMs, which limits the power that can be extracted from the thermal energy
storage.

3.1.2.1.3

Control and Application Concepts

To understand the potential of PCM for temperature control is somewhat more difficult due
to the additional latent heat. Therefore, two different cases of temperature control are used
as example:
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1. The temperature fluctuates around the phase change temperature more or less evenly. In
this case, the PCM with a melting temperature at the average temperature generally buffers
temperature fluctuations. This however cannot be the general case, because the phase
change temperature is fixed, while the room temperatures usually shift somewhat with the
seasons (see figure on the top)

2. The temperature does not fluctuate evenly around the phase change temperature; it is
somewhat higher or lower. Consequently, the PCM slows down the rise or fall of the
temperature beyond the phase change temperature, which means it cuts the
temperature peaks (see figure on the bottom).

Phase change materials that have a melting point near room temperature can replace
thermal mass without the bulk of large masonry structures. This can lead to a significant
reduction of the building energy consumption, as well as reduction of conventional structure
materials. These energy-storing building materials can reduce peaks in demand by creating a
more even load-time characteristic.
Appropriate thermal storage can be used to achieve a significant reduction in equipment
cycling frequency and thus achieve a noticeable increase in operating efficiency. The high
initial cost of phase change materials can therefore be reclaimed by the savings in
conventional materials, primary energy and peak load reduction, as well as increase in
operation efficiency.
The building thermal mass, combined with smart materials, like PCM, and intelligent
techniques of mass recharge, like radiant hydronic and air ventilation systems, can
significantly affect the building energy consumption. These strategies can have a significant
effect on hot-dry climates, as well as hot-humid climates when combined in the optimum
way.
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Applications of PCM in buildings include space heating and space cooling. In space heating
the goal is to keep a space warm, more specifically to avoid the temperature going below a
certain level. This can be achieved in three ways:
 the reduction of heat loss,
 the supply of heat,
 the reduction of temperature fluctuations in low temperatures.
In the last way, a PCM with a phase change temperature (or range) within the comfort range
is used to store excess heat from the day from internal sources or solar radiation to prevent
temperatures going down at night. To supply heat, an additional heat source at a higher
temperature is necessary PCMs incorporated in building envelopes used for passive solar
heating in winter can increase the thermal capacity of light building envelopes, thus reducing
and delaying the peak heat load and reducing room temperature fluctuation.
Together with a solar collector system, a PCM building component can store more solar
thermal energy during the day and discharge the heat during the night, thus maintaining
good thermal comfort of the room.
With a heat pump or under-floor electric heating system etc., PCM building envelopes can
store heat with cheap electricity at night and then discharge heat during the day, thus
decreasing the space-heating load. The shift of electrical consumption from peak periods to
off-peak periods will provide a significant economic benefit.
In space cooling the goal to keep a space cold, more specifically to avoid the temperature
rising above a certain level, can be achieved in three ways:
 the reduction of heat input,
 the reduction of temperature fluctuations to elevated temperatures, and
 the improvement of heat rejection.
A space cooling application is a nighttime ventilation system with PCM building components
for cooling storage. When the outdoor temperature is lower than the indoor air temperature,
the ventilation system starts and the outdoor cooling can be stored in the PCM envelope
such as a PCM ceiling or PCM walls, and then released during the day, which could decrease
the cooling load of air-conditioning systems.
Due to the passive characteristic of the PCM, the main temperature control is preferably
realized by a mixture of passive and active component management. Following the concept
of reducing as much as possible the contribution of active system to the acclimatization
activity, in order to save primary energy, the building BMS should focus on passive system as
primary controller and active as backup.
By this way the main part of the building thermal load, when temperatures end
environmental boundary conditions are suitable for such application, is covered by PCM,
while active systems only have function of dissipation or regulation of the PCM. Is important
to remember, in the design phase, that each PCM has its own melting temperature that
cannot be changed; consequently the selection of the phase change temperature becomes
strategic for the efficiency of the entire system as previously described.
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3.1.2.1.4

Maintenance and Service

As passive element, being a constructive part of the building, this technology don’t require
any kind of maintenance, apart from cleaning the surfaces directly exposed to forced flows
of air.
In case of refurbishment or damages, material with the same composition (and same
conductivity, thermal capacity, etc…) should be used for repair. If the material would
be different, and would cover interested surfaces, a reduction of storage capacity has
to be taken into account.
In case of PCM embedded in panels, for internal partitions or radiant surfaces, a visual
inspection would be enough to see possible problems of breakage; the substitution is
strongly recommended.
Avoid covering with any kind of material the surface of the PCM element in order not to
obstruct the process of heat exchange with surrounding air.

3.1.2.1.5

Advantages and Disadvantages

PCMs can have great potential in the world of the energy efficiency, because can be easily
embedded in building construction material, limiting the contribution from HVAC (this
technology would lead to sizing HVAC equipment for average load rather than peak load)
and bringing thermal insulation where installed with other layers.
PCMs store natural thermal energy for facility heating and cooling needs, reducing energy
demand reduces facilities carbon footprint.
Thermal energy can be stored as latent heat, which allows higher thermal capacity per unit
weight, or material, with relatively constant temperature during charging and discharging.
PCMs don’t require a direct control system, because as passive elements don’t have any
moving part, furthermore the chemical reaction depends on temperature and cannot de
driven directly. In case of optimization of the working principle, it will be required an
accurate and more complicated control system for the HVAC, in order to maintain the air
temperature in a range suitable for the melting of the material.
The melting temperature of the PCM has to be chosen accurately in order to allow storage
benefits (in the range of melting temperature) for most of the days of the years.
Shift of heating and cooling load also reduces peak time stress of heating and cooling
equipment that can lead to reduced operating & maintenance cost. Burner cycles for the
back-up heat generation unit and therefore their CO 2 emissions can be reduced.
PCM are the improvement of heat transfer to the surrounding because of the large surface to
volume ratio of the capsules, and the improvement in cycling stability since phase separation
is restricted to microscopic distances, but with higher investment cost, in most cases,
compared to water storage.
In many cases, the peak power during discharge is limited, due to limited heat conduction in
the solid state of PCM. This is the main limit determining the acceptable size for the storage
modules.
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Until now only limited experience with long-term operation (after many thousand cycles) is
available and the risks of loss of stability of the solution and deterioration of the
encapsulation material are problems not solved yet.
The melting temperature of PCM election depends on the climatic condition of the the
application, in fact each case, depending on climatic, constructive and technological
boundaries, must be studied indipendently in order to maximize the comfort and the
effciency of this technology.
In fact a wrong phase change temperature would bring no effect or discomfort in the indoor
temperature regulation, in some cases overloading the working imes of associated HVAC
systems.
A previous detailed study is necessary to determine required surfaces, melting temperature
and exxpected saving for HVAC dimensioning, based on specific software tools developed
within the project.
Even if being the most easiest technology toapply requires the haghest effort in designing
and integration.

3.2 MESSIB electrical energy storage
technologies
3.2.1 FlyWheel
A flywheel is an inertial energy-storage device. It absorbs mechanical energy and serves as a
reservoir, storing energy during the period when the supply of energy is more than the
requirement, and releases it during the period when the requirement of energy is more than
the supply.
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Figure 24: MESSIB flywheel

In a modern flywheel for storage of electrical energy there is also a rotating mass. Its
purpose is to maintain the voltage of the attached lines at a constant value. This rotating
mass is made of metal or composite, and it is spun up by being part of an electrical motor.
To charge the flywheel with energy, pulses of electrical current are fed sequentially to fixed
coils called the stator, and the magnetic fields from these currents exert forces on the rotor
to spin it up, as the potter’s kicking speeds up her flywheel.
An electrical motor and an electrical generator are very similar, and the same hardware can
be used for both functions.
Whether the modern flywheel (FW) is being sped up, and thus storing energy, or whether it
is being slowed down, and thus providing energy, is determined by the control system and
the voltage of the system to which it is connected.
Power applications require high power output, usually for relatively short periods of time (a
few seconds to a few minutes).
Storage used for power applications usually has capacity to store fairly modest amounts of
energy per kW of rated power output.
Flywheel absorbs mechanical energy by increasing its angular velocity and delivers the
stored energy by decreasing its velocity. When the flywheel is not being sped up, it idles. It
can maintain a very-nearly constant speed for a long time, because the losses (equivalent to
friction) in the bearings are very small.
The operation of a modern flywheel is somewhat like the heating system in residential, when
operating under the control of a thermostat. It is sped up to its idling speed, it very slowly
loses speed over some period of time, and then it is sped up to idling speed again.
In the modern flywheel applications, when the voltage supplied to the flywheel drops below
a pre-set value, the flywheel discharges energy to maintain that voltage.
When the voltage rises above another set value, the flywheel can absorb that energy to
maintain the bus voltage in the desired range.
The main parts of the modern flywheel are a power converter, a controller, a stator,
bearings, and a rotor.
The rotor includes the rotating part of the motor generator, and the rotating part of the
bearings.
The stator is also a part of the motor generator. The system is used to provide extra energy
when it is needed, or remove excess energy when it is present. This can be very important
for the proper function of distributed generation sources when they are supporting variable
loads.
There are two main types of well-established commercial flywheels:
 Low speed system: the rotor is normally made of steel and is principally used for
short term (from 10 to 120 seconds approximately) medium/high load UPS. The main
features of steel rotor systems are the high levels of reliability and the overall
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technological maturity. Flywheel systems are DC and they use DC/AC converters for
their connection to the distribution network. Rotors have speeds up to around 8.000
rpm and specific energy up to around 5 Wh/kg.


High speed system: composite materials are used to lower the weight of the rotor
and allow speeds of tens of thousands of revolutions per minute (up to 100.000
rpm). Due to the fact that the kinetic energy in the rotor is in proportion to the
square of the angular speed, rotors made of this material allow higher storage
capabilities. On the other hand, fibers reinforced composite rotors fail in a less
destructive manner than metallic rotors and, therefore, are intrinsically safer. Specific
energy of these systems can be up to 100 Wh/kg.

Flywheel power storage systems have storage capacities comparable to batteries and faster
discharge rates. They are mainly used to provide load levelling for large battery systems,
such as an uninterruptible power supply for data centers as they save a considerable amount
of space compared to battery systems.
Energy Storage technologies produce no net energy, but can provide electric power over
limited periods of time. Affordable, compact, reliable energy storage, available in a range of
powers and discharge durations, would dramatically alter the standard solutions for provision
of electrical power.
Its presence in a system can eliminate the voltage swings caused by rapid changes in load,
spare system hardware from large transient currents, decrease demand charges, damp
oscillations, or shift load from a time when energy is scarce and expensive, to a time when
energy is plentiful and cheap. It can store energy that would otherwise be dissipated,
prevent dropout of sensitive loads, and defer system upgrades.
This broad range of claims for storage technologies invokes an equally broad range of
technologies as solutions. Certain technologies are most appropriate for small applications,
while others are better at large system sizes. Some technologies have long cycle lives and
others are good for only a few charge/discharge cycles.

3.2.1.1 MESSIB Technology
The flywheel developed in the frame of MESSIB is a mix of both types: the rotor is made of
carbon fiber and it rotates up to 15.000 rpm. Other electrical and mechanical characteristics
are:
 Total charge-discharge cycle efficiency > 70%.
 Efficiency during stand-by: > 90%
 Three phase 400 VAC system
 Nominal power: 30kW
 Storage energy: 4MJ (1,1kWh). Approximately 2 minutes at maximum power (30kW),
4,5 minutes at 15 kW and 13 minutes at 5 kW
 Rotor weight: < 200 kg. Specific energy > 5wh/kg
 Total weight: < 400 kg.
 Dimensions: 1200 x 600 x 2150 mm. (including rotor and electronics)
 Direct connection to distribution Network
 IP21 protection level
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Figure 25: MESSIB flywheel section

MESSIB FW provides ride-through power and voltage stabilization for power quality and
power recycling applications, with high-power output and energy storage in a compact, selfcontained package.

3.2.1.1.1
operational
temperature

Architectural Requirements
general requirements of technology
-20°C to 40°C.
Flywheels applied for a block of flats, or office buildings, which are
placed together in a room or a unit, may overheat. In that case the
flywheels room, or unit, needs to be cooled.

relative humidity

must be less than 95% without condensation

negative effects
with the
environment
risky situation for
people during its
operation
possible

huge vibrations and noise
Although highly unprobable a failure in the rotor could cause an
instantaneous energy release.
Flywheel power storage systems have storage capacities lower to
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implementation of
the technology

location

batteries and higher power. They are not affected with charge and
discharge cycles so they are well suited for high number of cycles
applications. They are mainly used to provide load levelling for large
battery systems, such as an uninterruptible power supply for data
centers as they save a considerable amount of space compared to
battery systems.
requirements for technical room
Because of flywheel weight and taking into consideration the
structural stability of the building construction, the flywheel should be
located on the ground floor, close to the entrance to enable easy and
fast maintenance.
It is recommended to locate a system in a separate, locked room.
When in the surrounding of a technical room with flywheel system
inside there are living rooms or bedrooms, additional insulation could
be added to construction of walls.
Power electronics connected to the main grid requires space.

space needed

It is important to define at first the amount of energy needed what
gives an idea about system size.
Technical room needs to be large enough to place all the required
equipment, but also to mount and maintain this equipment.
A minimum distance from the edge of the slab should be maintained.
However, several cm of additional space is preferable for improved
airflow and easier cable connections (0.5m).
There is a minimum clearance of 610 mm that is needed between the
top of the system and the ceiling in order to have proper airflow. See
the illustrations in Installation.
1m is also needed in front of the doors of the electrical cabinets.

access

Technical room with flywheel system needs to be accessible for
maintenance or replacement of system equipment.
The complete access path from outside (street level) to the inside of
the room needs to be wide enough to enable replacement of the
biggest component with an expected lifetime that is shorter than the
building lifetime.

air supply

No neccesary.

Fire rating

1 class B extinguisher with warnings of "No Smoking" and first aid
instructions.
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3.2.1.1.2

Electromechanical Requirements

When characterizing the rating of a storage system, the two key criteria to address are
power and energy.
Power indicates the rate at which the system can supply energy.
Energy relates to the amount of energy that can be delivered to loads. In practical terms, the
amount of energy stored determines the amount of time that the system can discharge at its
rated power (output), hence the term discharge duration.
Some types of storage systems can discharge at a relatively high rate (e.g., 1.5 to 2 times
their nominal rating) for relatively short periods of time (e.g., several minutes to as much as
30 minutes). That feature – often referred to as the equipment’s ‘emergency’ rating – is
valuable if there are circumstances that occur infrequently that involve an urgent need for
relatively high power output, for relatively short durations.
Storage with emergency power capability could be used to provide the nominal amount of
power required to serve a regularly occurring need (e.g., peak demand reduction) while the
same storage could provide additional power for urgent needs that occur infrequently and
that last for a few to several minutes at a time.
The system (FW) should be installed following the National Electrical Code and the local
codes. The cable size and the size of the conduit are based on the information from the
“Table of Specifications” of local codes for AD and DC voltage.
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Figure 26: Flywheel electrical connection

The removable access plates should be cut in order to accommodate the size of the conduit.
The cables for input and cables for output must be run in separate conduits.
A service disconnect device must be installed. This device must be properly rated for the
output power.
All shielded cables, non-shielded cables, non-shielded control wires and non-shielded
remote control wires must be housed in individual, separate conduit or cable tray.
Placing multiple cables in the same conduit with other control or power wiring may
cause system failure.
A safety ground wire must be run from building ground to ground point in the Cabinet.
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The insulated grounding conductor must be sized in accordance with local and national
codes. It must be installed as part of the branch circuit that supplies the unit or system.
The grounding conductor described has to be grounded to earth at the service equipment or,
if supplied by a separately derived system, at the supply transformer or motor-generator.
The attachment-plug receptacles in the vicinity of the unit or system are all to be of a
grounding type, and the grounding conductors serving these receptacles are to be connected
to earth ground at the service equipment.
The FW can be installed in parallel with electric loads and power generators (RES, grid,
etc…); the purpose is to recharge the system with the generator and discharge it towards to
loads identified (in the load grid of the building or, where possible to the utility grid).
Electrical connection requirements are summarized as:
- Wiring for control electrical cabinet: 3 phase and earth. All cables with a section of 4mm 2
- Inverter Wiring: 3 phase and earth. The phases of 95mm 2 and 25mm2 earth
- The ground must be independent (or at least one which only takes equipment from inside
the room)
In terms of consumption:
- In vacuum, consumption will not exceed the 6kW.

3.2.1.1.3

Control and Application Concepts

While batteries are unbeatable at long discharge times, and capacitors at short discharge
times, flywheels have significant advantage in discharge time of 1 to 100 seconds, and
discharge powers above 20kW.

Figure 27: power density for different storage systems
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When the load drops suddenly, the flywheel can absorb power from the generator for the
few seconds it needs to reduce its output. If load is suddenly increased, the flywheel can
discharge power for a few seconds while the fuel cell or other generator “catches up” with
the electric load. In both cases, the flywheel also helps keep voltage constant, thereby
eliminating power disturbances.
Adding flywheel energy storage to a distributed generation system (for instance a micro grid
of a building or a district) can provide four benefits. It can stabilize voltage for power users,
improve generator fuel efficiency, reduce generator emissions and increase generator service
life.
Its presence in a system can eliminate the voltage swings caused by rapid changes in load,
spare system hardware from large transient currents, decrease demand charges, damp
oscillations, or shift load from a time when energy is scarce and expensive, to a time when
energy is plentiful and cheap. It can store energy that would otherwise be dissipated,
prevent dropout of sensitive loads, and defer system upgrades.
Prudent operation of a small local/domestic electric grid includes use of electric supply
reserve capacity (UPS) that can be called upon when some portion of the normal electric
supply resources become unavailable unexpectedly.
At minimum, reserves should be at least as large as the single largest resource (e.g., the
single largest generation unit) serving the system. Generally, reserve capacity is equivalent
to 15% to 20% of the normal electric supply capacity, although specific reserve margins are
designated in rules and/or regulations.
The three generic types of reserve capacity are:
 Spinning Reserve – Generation capacity that is online but unloaded and that can
respond within 10 minutes to compensate for generation or transmission outages.
‘Frequency responsive’ spinning reserve responds within 10 seconds to maintain
system frequency. Spinning reserves are the first type used when a shortfall occurs.


Supplemental Reserve – Generation capacity that may be offline, or that comprises a
block of curtailable and/or interruptible loads, and that can be available within 10
minutes. Unlike spinning reserve capacity, supplemental reserve capacity is not
synchronized with the grid (frequency). Supplemental reserves are used after all
spinning reserves are online.



Backup Supply – Generation that can pick up load within one hour. Its role is,
essentially, a backup for spinning and supplemental reserves. Backup supply may
also be used as backup for commercial energy sales. Residential customers,
especially if they live in urban areas, do not normally feel the necessity of investing to
enhance the quality of the electricity of supply. However in rural areas and at
residential blocks or district levels, including office, commercial and sanitary sector,
they can be considered from the economic and technical point of view.

Apart from the use as UPS-backup system flywheels are suitable for applications requiring
high levels of power quality and reliability, mainly at the industrial and commercial sectors.
However, the flywheels are not the optimum solution to provide long term electricity backup.
Area regulation is one of the ancillary services for which storage may be especially wellsuited. Regulation involves managing “interchange flows with other control areas to match
closely the scheduled interchange flows” and moment to moment variations in demand
within the control area.
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Regulation is used to reconcile momentary differences between supply and demand. That is,
at any given moment, the amount of electric supply capacity that is operating may exceed or
may be less than load. Regulation is used for damping of that difference.

Figure 28: regulation function of the FW

The rapid-response characteristic (fast ramp rate) of some types of storage makes that
storage especially valuable as a regulation resource. In fact, the benefit of regulation from
storage with a fast ramp rate (flywheels, capacitors, and some battery types) is on the order
of two times that of regulation provided by generation.
The electric service power quality application involves using energy storage to protect on-site
loads downstream against short-duration events that affect the quality of power delivered to
the load. Some manifestations of poor power quality include the following:
 Reactive energy regulation by means of the capability of flywheel to fix a power
factor and its feature of automatic reactive energy regulation.
 Voltage and current balance between the three phase when loads are unbalanced.
 Harmonic distortion reduction.
Peak saving is another possible benefit of these systems. Storage could provide the required
energy in maximum consumption periods, achieving a reduction in the electricity invoice
when the contract sets a capacity cap above which the kWh is much more expensive.
Peak saving would also permit the downsizing of on-site generation (distributed generation).
This will allow the reduction of electricity bill when the contract penalizes high consumption
peaks.
Other possible application for flywheel is the smoothing of the output of intermittent energy
resources (photovoltaic or wind turbine systems) and the associated stabilization of small
scale island power supply networks. Renewables capacity firming applies to circumstances
involving renewable energy-fuelled generation whose output is intermittent. The objective is
to use storage to ‘fill in’ so that the combined output from renewable energy generation plus
storage is somewhat-tovery constant.
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The resulting firmed capacity offsets the need to purchase or ‘rent’ additional dispatchable
(capacity) electric supply resources. Depending on location, firmed renewable energy output
may also offset the need for transmission and/or distribution equipment. Renewables
capacity firming is especially valuable when peak demand occurs.
For the purpose of renewables capacity firming, renewable energy generation’s output
intermittency can be classified as ‘short-duration’ (i.e., occurring somewhatto- very randomly
over timescales ranging from seconds to minutes) and/or ‘diurnal’ (i.e., occurring in a regular
and/or predictable way during a 24-hour period).
In general, flywheels and other energy storage technologies can extend the capabilities of
distributed generation systems by providing energy instantaneously when required,
especially when dealing with intermittent energy resources and with islanded systems that
cannot rely on the network, as backup for unbalances between demand and generation.
Flywheels would also enable the transition from a connected to an off-grid environment.

3.2.1.1.4

Maintenance and Service

Flywheel maintenance in general runs about one-half the cost of traditional battery UPS
systems.
The only maintenance is a basic annual preventive maintenance routine and replacing the
security bearings every five to ten years, which takes about four hours.
Newer flywheel systems completely levitate the spinning mass using maintenance free
magnetic bearings, thus eliminating mechanical bearing maintenance and failures.
The auxiliary systems require some routine maintenance, for example, the air filters for the
power electronics drive, and the vacuum pump mineral oil.
Therefore maintenance procedures are infrequent and easy to complete, even in remote
installations.
Flywheel control systems continuously monitor critical parameters and provide fail-safe
shutdown in the event of critical problems, and provide remote signalling of warnings and
alarms.

3.2.1.1.5

Advantages and Disadvantages

Flywheel energy storage system can accept a higher charge/discharge rate than chemical
batteries, so that the power management and distribution system can be simpler and less
massive than with a battery system.
Flywheels are less sensitive to rate of charge/discharge, so, at least in some cases, this
power would not be wasted in a flywheel system. At minimum, regulation from flywheels is
at least as valuable as regulation provided by slower generation capacity.
Flywheel storage can provide both up regulation and down regulation during the same time
period (though not simultaneously). Because of the rapid-response feature – ability to
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change power input and output rapidly – flywheels may provide regulation that is more
effective than regulation provided by slower, generationbased resources.
Additional benefits derived from the use of flywheels for regulation may include the
following:
 reduced need for generation capacity,
 reduced fuel for generation,
 reduced air emissions from generation, and reduced generation equipment wear and
tear.
Flywheels are not as adversely affected by temperature changes, can operate at a much
wider temperature range, and are not subject to many of the common failures of chemical
rechargeable batteries.
They are also less potentially damaging to the environment, being largely made of inert or
benign materials. Another advantage of flywheels is that by a simple measurement of the
rotation speed it is possible to know the exact amount of energy stored.
Flywheel presents several advantages when compared to chemical batteries:
 Efficiency – charge and discharge are made with very small losses; as an electrical
storage system a flywheel can have efficiencies up to 97%;
 Fast response - it can promptly store huge bursts of energy, and equally rapidly
return them;
 Lifetime;
 Maintenance/decommission – flywheels are kept in vacuum containers, functioning
with zero material wear in modern designs; they also do not pose the chemical
recycling/decommission issues of conventional batteries.
As disadvantage, they have complex designs. They require materials that can withstand the
amount of angular momentum that the flywheel itself possesses.
Flywheels also need complicated and heavy equipment to be able to function properly. This
makes for high initial costs and can also lower the efficiency and energy density of the
system.
One of the primary limits to flywheel design is the tensile strength of the material used for
the rotor. When the tensile strength of a flywheel is exceeded the flywheel will shatter,
releasing all of its stored energy at once; this is commonly referred to as "flywheel
explosion" since wheel fragments can reach kinetic energy comparable to that of a bullet.
Composite materials tend to disintegrate quickly to red-hot powder once broken, instead of
large chunks of high-velocity shrapnel.
Taking into account the external size a relative big place is needed. Also the weight is and
relevant factor. However, flywheel system is compact and light compared to battery systems.
In spite of the fact that the flywheel has acoustic isolation, it is a machine rotating at
about 10.000 rpm. So, noise must be considered. Some manufacturers give values of
level of noise to one meter distance below 70 dBA. Because of the high rotation
speed, the equipment should be bolted to the floor.
Although carbon fiber are much more expensive than steel, the additional cost can
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be offset by the reduced mass required.

3.2.2 Vanadium Redox Flow Battery
Standard electrochemical batteries like lead acid batteries have no decoupling of power and
capacity whereas in redox flow batteries, the power and capacity iis decoupled. The power is
given by the stack size and
in the separate container (tank), the chemichal energy is
stored.
The vanadium redox (and redox flow) battery is a type of rechargeable flow battery that
employs vanadium ions in different oxidation states to store chemical potential energy. The
vanadium redox battery exploits the ability of vanadium to exist in solution in four different
oxidation states, and uses this property to make a battery that has just one electroactive
element instead of two.
Flow battery cells are said to be configured as a “stack”. When flow batteries are charging or
discharging, the electrolyte is transported (pumped) between the electrolyte container and
the cell stack.
Energy applications are uses of storage requiring relatively large amounts of energy, often
for discharge durations of many minutes to hours. So, storage used for energy applications
must have a much larger energy storage reservoir than storage used for power applications.
A vanadium redox battery consists of an assembly of power cells in which the two
electrolytes are separated by a proton exchange membrane. Both electrolytes are vanadium
based, the electrolyte in the positive half-cells contains VO2+ and VO2+ ions, the electrolyte
in the negative half-cells, V3+ and V2+ ions.

Figure 29: VRB general scheme

The extremely large capacities possible from vanadium redox batteries make them well
suited to use in large power storage applications such as helping to average out the
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production of highly variable generation sources such as wind or solar power, or to help
generators cope with large surges in demand.
The limited self-discharge characteristics of vanadium redox batteries make them
useful in applications where the batteries must be stored for long periods of time with little
maintenance while maintaining a ready state.
The technology provides a reversible electrochemical reaction between two salt solution
electrolytes. This implies that flow batteries tend to be complex systems with pumps,
plumbing, and other auxiliary components.
These batteries utilize active material contained in the fluid electrolyte rather than in solid
electrodes. Because of this design the battery’s energy rating depends on the volume of the
electrolyte, while the power rating depends on the size of the reaction cell stacks.
Handling of Hazardous Material
The vanadium electrolyte is a hazardous material and must be handled with care. According
to the EU-Guideline for hazardous materials, the vanadium electrolyte is a corrosive material
classified with HAZARD_V, especially because of the sulphuric acid.
The vapour from the tank is also corrosive and has to be treated in adsorbers before
exhausting to the environment.
Installation
The tanks and the whole battery system should be placed into a collecting tray
Transport of vanadium electrolyte
Installers and end-users have to consider the safety data sheet. During the transport of the
vanadium electrolyte the containers must be labeled with the pictogram class 9 corrosive
materials of the Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labelling of Chemicals
(GHS) and the transport class UN2922.
Hydrogen production and explosive protection
During inaccurate operation hydrogen can be produced on the side of the negative
electrode. Therefore secondary explosives safety measures have to be carried out in this
area.

3.2.2.1 MESSIB Technology
The REDOX battery developed in the frame of MESSIB consist on a 250 cm2 five cell stack
for a power of 1kWp and a REDOX flow system allowing 6 kWh of storage. The model based
controller determines set points for the devices of the redox system like pumps inverter to
optimize the process and increase the efficiency of the battery.
Other characteristics are:
 The net efficiency of this battery is about 75%.
 The response time on DC side is the range of nanoseconds. Crucial for the response
time for the system are the power electronics DC/AC converter and not the battery.
 Single phase 230 V AC system
 Very fast discharge. This is important to assure a reliable operation
 Dimensions: 150 x 100 x 200 cm (tanks, stack and electronics)
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In the tables below there are parameters given of 250 cm 2 , 5 cell system and 700 cm2,18
cell system. They present information concerning the size of the system, current which is
necessary, voltage, etc. All these information needs to be considered during the process of
system installation in the building. All the connections, space available for system placement,
etc.., needs to be considered at the beginning.

Figure 30: Configuration of the 250 cm2 five cell system

The stack is connected to a sink/source to charge and discharge the stack. Another
important point is the pump layout for the system. It is important to avoid air from the
environment to come into contact with the electrolyte. So the tanks need to be flooded with
nitrogen.
For safety issues, a hydrogen sensor should be integrated to the system to give alarm in
case of too high production of hydrogen.

Figure 31: Configuration of the 1 kW 700 cm2 18 cell system
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3.2.2.1.1

operational
temperature
negative effects
with the
environment

risky situation for
people during its
operation
possible
implementation of
the technology

location
space needed

Architectural Requirements
general requirements of technology
room temperature
Low noise emmision of pumps;
leakages must be avoided by using adequate precautionary
measures;
inaccurate operation can cause the production of hydrogen at the
cathode side. Because of this reason, this zone has to be declared as
EX-Zone 2 and the installer has to care for adequate measures
Avoidable when installed appropiately
Due to the fact that this technology operate at room temperature and
neither produce any negative effects with the environment nor any
risky situation for people during its operation, it is concluded that this
technology is able to be implemented in whatever building.

requirements for technical room
VRB system generate only low noise, which is comparable to
refrigerators, so it can be installed close to living rooms.
It is important to define at first the amount of energy needed what
gives an idea about system size.
The largest area required is for the electrolyte storage tanks.
The cell stacks and power conversion systems are approximately 20%
of the tank storage space.
Technical room needs to be large enough to place all the required
equipment, but also to mount and maintain this equipment.
The distance to the wall for racks and cabinet is about 100 mm for a
better placement of connections and better access for cleaning.
Since this technology needs for high storage of energy a high volume,
it can be underestimated for the residential buildings, depending on
the space disposable.

access

Technical room with VRB system needs to be accessible for
maintenance or replacement of system equipment.
The complete access path from outside (street level) to the inside of
the room needs to be wide enough to enable replacement of the
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biggest component with an expected lifetime that is shorter than the
building lifetime.
air supply

3.2.2.1.2

The technical room should have an adequate air supply, an
unobstructed air opening should be provided and an adequate
circulation of air needs to be ensured.

Electromechanical Requirements

When characterizing the rating of a storage system, the two key criteria to address are
power and energy. Power indicates the rate at which the system can supply energy. Energy
relates to the amount of energy that can be delivered to loads. In practical terms, the
amount of energy stored determines the amount of time that the system can discharge at its
rated power (output), hence the term discharge duration.
Some types of storage systems can discharge at a relatively high rate (e.g., 1.5 to 2 times
their nominal rating) for relatively short periods of time (e.g., several minutes to as much as
30 minutes). That feature – often referred to as the equipment’s ‘emergency’ rating – is
valuable if there are circumstances that occur infrequently that involve an urgent need for
relatively high power output, for relatively short durations.
Storage with emergency power capability could be used to provide the nominal amount of
power required to serve a regularly occurring need (e.g., peak demand reduction) while the
same storage could provide additional power for urgent needs that occur infrequently and
that last for a few to several minutes at a time.
The system (FW) should be installed following the National Electrical Code and the local
codes. The cable size and the size of the conduit are based on the information from the
“Table of Specifications” of local codes for AC and DC voltage.
All shielded cables, non-shielded cables, non-shielded control wires and non-shielded remote
control wires must be housed in individual, separate conduit or cable tray.
Placing multiple cables in the same conduit with other control or power wiring may cause
system failure.
A safety ground wire must be run from building ground to ground point in the Cabinet. The
insulated grounding conductor must be sized in accordance with local and national codes. It
must be installed as part of the branch circuit that supplies the unit or system. The
grounding conductor described has to be grounded to earth at the service equipment or, if
supplied by a separately derived system, at the supply transformer or motor-generator.
Storage used for renewables energy time-shift could be located at or near the renewable
energy generation site or in other parts of the grid, including at or near loads. Energy
discharged from storage located at or near the renewable energy generation would have to
be transported via the transmission system during on-peak times whereas storage located at
or near loads is charged using low-value energy that is transmitted during off-peak times.
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Figure 32: Battery connection with loads and PV system

The VRB can be installed in parallel with electric loads and power generators (RES, grid,
etc…); the purpose is to recharge the system with the generator and discharge it towards to
loads identified (in the load grid of the building or, where possible to the utility grid).
To avoid that the electrolyte is getting into connection with oxygen the tanks should be
sealed properly and be flooded with nitrogen. The length of the pipes/tubes should be short
to avoid unnecessary pressure drop.
The diameter of the pipes should be in an optimum between that less electrolyte is in the
pipes and less pressure drop, means a bigger diameter. It is possible to locate tanks and cell
stacks on separate floors. To save a space, tanks can be installed in an unused underground
office or basement area.

3.2.2.1.3

Control and Application Concepts

Regarding quality of supply long term perturbations (affecting beyond the scale of hours) will
have to be the target imposed to the VRB system in the residential sector. However, once
the storage system is developed to accomplish with the supplying of long interval
perturbation it can be designed, since the Flow Battery technology let it, to avoid the effects
of short interval perturbation without further increase in price.
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Once the nominal power is adjusted, the time to be in operation is regulated with the
volumes of the tanks, in order to fulfil the specifications of each kind of building.
Since this technology is able to decouple power and energy, it is possible to fit each
parameter independently in order to comply with the specifications in whatever
circumstance.
For these reasons, for this UPS-backup use VRB systems are much better than flywheels.
Like flywheels, VBR systems capabilities their capabilities make them suitable for a variety of
applications apart from UPS: power quality, renewable energy (power quality and mitigating
surges and intermittency) and peak shaving, what are going to be the main aspects to be
demanded by the Residential, commercial and industrial buildings.
Electric energy time-shift involves purchasing inexpensive electric energy, available during
periods when price is low, to charge the storage plant so that the stored energy can be used
or sold at a later time when the price is high. For the time-shift application, the plant storage
discharge duration is determined based on the incremental benefit associated with being
able to make additional buy-low/sell-high transactions during the year versus the incremental
cost for additional energy storage (discharge duration).
Load following capacity is characterized by power output that changes as frequently as every
several minutes. The output changes in response to the changing balance between electric
supply (primarily generation) and end user demand.
Conventional generation-based load following resources’ output increases to follow demand
up as system load increases. Conversely, load following resources’ output decreases to follow
demand down as system load decreases.
Typically, the amount of load following needed in the up direction (load following up)
increases each day as load increases during the morning. In the evening, the amount of load
following needed in the down direction (load following down) increases as aggregate load on
the grid drops.

Figure 32: Regulation of the battery on the loads
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Energy storage could be used by electricity end-users to reduce the overall costs for electric
service by reducing demand charges, by reducing power draw during specified periods,
normally the utility’s peak demand periods.
To avoid a demand charge, load must be reduced during all hours of the demand charge
period, usually a specified period of time (e.g., 11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.) and on specified
days (most often weekdays).
In many cases, the demand charge is assessed if load is present during just one 15- minute
period, during times of the day and during months when demand charges apply.
To reduce load when demand charges are high, storage is charged when there are no or low
demand charges. (Presumably, the price for charging energy is low too.)
The stored energy is discharged to serve load during times when demand charges apply.
Typically, energy storage must discharge for five to six hours for this application, depending
on the provisions of the applicable tariff.
Many renewable energy generation resources produce a significant portion of electric energy
when that energy has a low financial value (e.g., at night, on weekends and during holidays)
– generally referred to as off-peak times. Energy storage used in conjunction with renewable
energy generation could be charged using low-value energy from the renewable energy
generation so that energy may be used to offset other purchases or sold when it is more
valuable.
The low-value energy is generated off-peak at night and during early mornings when
demand is low and supply is adequate. The energy is more valuable on-peak when demand
is high and supply is tight. The energy value is especially high during hot summer afternoons
when AC use is most prevalent. The energy that is discharged from the storage could be
used by the owner sold via the wholesale or ‘spot’ market, or sold under terms of an energy
purchase contract.
Typically, the storage discharge duration needed for energy time-shift ranges from four to
six hours, depending mostly on the duration of the region’s off-peak and onpeak periods and
the on-peak versus off-peak energy value or price differential.
Two variations of the renewables energy time-shift application are evaluated:
1) time-shift of energy from intermittent renewable energy generation resources
2) time-shift of energy from base-load renewable energy generation resources.
Intermittent renewables include solar, wind, ocean wave, tidal and, in some cases,
hydroelectric.
Renewables capacity firming applies to circumstances involving renewable energyfuelled
generation whose output is intermittent. The objective is to use storage to ‘fill in’ so that the
combined output from renewable energy generation plus storage is somewhat-to-very
constant.
For the purpose of renewables capacity firming, renewable energy generation’s output
intermittency can be classified as ‘short-duration’ (occurring somewhat-to very randomly
over timescales ranging from seconds to minutes) and/or ‘diurnal’ (i.e., occurring in a regular
and/or predictable way during a 24-hour period).
In broad terms, good opportunities for renewables capacity firming tend to involve
renewable energy resources whose output is somewhat-to-very coincident with the peak
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demand and somewhat-to-very constant. Storage used to firm resources with these
characteristics needs relatively modest discharge duration.

3.2.2.1.4

Maintenance and Service

The life time of electrolyte, stack and periphery is different in terms of redox flow batteries.
For the life time of the electrolyte 20 years can be assumed. The stack can be replaced
seperately from the electrolyte and must be replaced every 5 to 10 years. Pumps requires a
replacement every 10 to 20 years. All other operations and maintenance costs are limited to
possibly two visits per year. In this visits the pipework has to be controlled visually for
leakage.
Detailed on line data is available to determine if any unplanned maintenance is required.
Operations are automatic and programmed into the system controller. VRB system produce
less noise so it will hardly influence the comfort in the building.
For the installation of the redox flow battery a ventilation should be installed. If the battery is
operating in high voltages it is possible, that the battery produces hydrogen.
Power electronics will be subject to replacement by newer instruments with higher efficiency
models after 10 years, but could also be used up to 20 years. The redox flow battery and the
power electronic has only to installed from skilled persons.
Membranes with high selectivity are advantageous over membranes with higher conductivity
and reduced selectivity. Once the electrolyte runs out of balance, the cells will suffer from
high oxidation corrosion, increased self-discharge, and cell resistance.

3.2.2.1.5

Advantages and Disadvantages

The main advantages of the vanadium redox battery are that it can offer almost unlimited
capacity simply by using larger and larger storage tanks, it can be left completely discharged
for long periods with no ill effects, it can be recharged simply by replacing the electrolyte if
no power source is available to charge it, and if the electrolytes are accidentally mixed the
battery suffers no permanent damage.
Redox flow batteries, and to a lesser extent hybrid flow batteries, have the advantages of
flexible layout (due to separation of the power and energy components), long life cycle
(because there are no solid-solid phase changes), quick response times, no need for
"equalisation" charging (the overcharging of a battery to ensure all cells have an equal
charge) and no harmful emissions. Also offer easy state-of-charge determination (through
voltage
dependence
on
charge),
low
maintenance
and
tolerance
to
overcharge/overdischarge.
On the negative side, flow batteries are rather complicated in comparison with standard
batteries as they may require pumps, more sensors, complex control units and secondary
containment vessels. The energy densities vary considerably but are, in general, rather low
compared to portable batteries, such as the Li-ion.
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Compared to lithium ion batteries, which can take hours to charge and discharge, VRB are
very fast, taking only minutes comparatively. Also, unlike lithium ion batteries, they produce
hardly any heat, due to the nature of the charging process, and so offer a lot of advantages
over other batteries in cases where heat could be an issue.
The main disadvantages with vanadium redox technology are a relatively poor energy-tovolume ratio, and the system complexity in comparison with standard storage batteries.
Compared with lithium ion batteries, which tend to last around 3 to 15 years, or
approximately 300 ‘life cycles’, the electrolyt of the VRB’s can last to over 10,000 life cycles;
or around 20 – 35 years. One thing to consider however, is that while lithium ion batteries
have a lot of small scale applications, VRB’s will be for large scale building applications,
where much greater levels of power and energy are required, with the need for rapid
charging and discharging.
Another key advantage of VRB technology is that vanadium is a transition metal so it can be
oxidized and reduced repeatedly, allowing for nearly renewable storage. The capacity to be
discharged in excess of 10 000 times without electrolyte replacement is expected. Also, it is
easy to increase the capacity of existing systems through a simple upgrade or increase in
electrolyte volume.
Furthermore, VRBs have a high charging efficiency and can be recharged as quickly as they
are discharged and they operate consistently over a broad range of temperatures. VRBs also
do not require constant floating as is the case with traditional lead-acid batteries.
At the moment the redox flow batteries are not as mature as lead acid or lithium ion
batteries. Mostly available from developers are commercial prototypes. But the commercial
mass production is in progress. Different companies in europe are developing mature redox
flow batteries.
Due to the use of fluid electrolyte, flow batteries tend to be complex systems with pumps,
plumbing, and other auxiliary components The volume per kW (kW/m3) of the flow VRB is
higher than the same ratio on lead acid batteries.
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